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Abstract; 

The Meastro system consists of a serics of 
related programs:- 

“le Moaastro 

ae Tuneup 

Bw Keyboard 

4, Bin-out 

4 to 4 are supplied as one binary tape which 
is loaded at 8181. 

T° MAESTRO 

Macstro is the mastcr program responsible for 
converting tunes, input as a series of notes, into 
a program which plays the tune. It is analogous 
to en assembler and like an assembler it can output 
assembled tunes. Maestro occupies locations & to 
%200 and can use the rest of the store for storing 
tunes. 

Maestro has a range of 25 notes (2 octaves) 
supplicd ready tuned (stored in locations 1700 to 
3000); these notes can be given any names desired 
(and eny one note may heve more than one name). 
By entering a new dictionary of notes, consisting 



of names for the 25 notes separated by '3;>. If more 
than one name for the seme note is requircd separate 
them by ',* end terminate with a ';*, end the list 
with e halt code. 

" 
The standard dictionery consits of:- 

Pie, GrseG: fae 
's PPS GGE: 3 GG 

O9CS— DE sD5 
DDE; DD; poe 
BB;CCC; 

This is the dictionary with which macstro is 
supplied, the names herve their cbvious meenings 
with f signifying flat and s sharp. 

To write a tune for macstro the normal music 
notation must be converted into maestro's lenguages 
each note must have a number after it signifying 

the length of than note. 

Sach note has a built in rest, & single length 
note is half note and half rest, e double length note 
is three quarters note end one cuarter rest - twice 

as long, and so on for ereater lengths. 

The rest can be suppressed by typing '3* after 
the number. 

An individual note can be repeated by typing . 
after it for each repetition. 

t 

Additional rests can be introduced by typing 
'_*, the rest being «s long as a single length note. 

Sections of tunes which are repeated can be 

written as procedures, enclosed in round brackets, 
the first 43 characters being the name of the procedure. 
The procedure is called by this name foliowed by 
2 number which is the numbor of times the procedure 
is to be played. 

Nested or recursive procedures are not allowed. 

S whole tune has a block structure defined by 
square brackets overything except a halt code is 

ignored before the first 'fs furthor 'L* may have 
a repeat count preceding them. very 'r* must have 
a metching '3+3 procedures mey contain blocks. 
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MAESTRO ENTRY POINTS 

is) Load and assemble music tapes 
9 Continue (after perity error etc.). 

10 Pley currently locded tune. 
44 Yoad new dictionary 
42 Dump currently loadcc tune. 
4S Load dumped tune. 

MATSTRO ERRORS 

4 Store full Continuation not possible 

Z Too many blocks Continuation not possible 

4 Biock looped zero, or Once substituted 
too many times.



Mieosleced or 2 mis- }_gnor ce 
placed ° 

5 Fumber misplaced ignored 
6 Tllegal character Tenored 
7 unrecognised note Rest substituted 
3 Note zero length or Shortest note substituted 

too long 
9 Note repeated zero or Once substituted 

too many times 
10 Dictionary full Continuation not possible 
11 Name already in use Name not stored in Dict. 
Ne Recursion not allowed Rest substituted 
414 No procedure neme, or Name not stored in Dict. 

illegal name 
14 Mo nested procedure ignored 

acclarations allowcd 

(round bmaekeds dis- 
placed) 

45 Number of [ not equel 
to number of Jj inside 
procedure 

416 4+ follows procedure Ignored 
call 

17 OT dumped music tape 
Cor mispunched or 
misread tape) 

18 Sum check failure on 
3° input of binary tape 

(i.e. mispunched or 
misread) 

GENERAL NOTES 

ar Parity orrors cause # halt and the pleying of 
a few notes, continue at 9. 

om Blanks, spaces, carriage returns, linc feeds 
and erases ere always Janome. 

46 A halt code causes a stop, continue at 9. 

4, Entry at 9 couses a dynamic stop unless a hat 

code or a pority error has occured. 

Be All characters before the first open square 
brackets are ignorcd (except parity errors 
and halt codes). 

No modifications are planned. 

2 TUNEUP 

Tuneup is a progreim used to vune the notes uscd 

by macstro., It occupics locations 4059 to 4520 and 

is entered at 4096. Tuncup cen be overwritten by 

maestro when using long tuncés. 

To understand tuneup, some knowledge of the 
structure of the notes is required.



fach note is a 50 instruction subroutine incorp- 

orating a loop 40 instructions long, the number of 
times this loop is exccuted determines the length of 
the note. The loop consists of 6 1 and 14 4/7 
instructions in a proportion which determines the 
frequency of the note and the range over which it 
can be tuncd, more 6 1 make for a higher note. 

The note is tuncd by adding or subtracting from 
the address part of the 14 497 instructions, when 

all 14 47 instructions have beon reduced to 714 0 

and 'L* is output signifying the lowest note possible, 
Similarly and 'HS signifys the highest note. 

After each change to the loop tuneup recaiculates 
the number of timcs the loop must be exccuted in order 
to maintain its original length. 

The actual use of tuneup is not easy since the 

different control characters are only recognised at 

certain times and just when is not defincd. 

For the purpose of tuneup the notes are numbered 

4 to 25. On entry to tuncup a note is selected by 
typing its number. The note can now be reised by 
typing ' followed by a number representing the degree 
of the increase (typically 50 to 200), similarily 
a decrease is produced by first typing ~ and then 

a number. The proportions of 6 141 to 14 47 instru- 
ctions can be changed by typing « space followed by 

two numbers adding up to 40. After cach of these 
processes the length of the note is recalculated end 
the note played; O replay the tuned note type &. 
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The overall length of the note can be changed by 
typing “. When T= is output, then new length is 
then typed (the set length is 1500). 

A new note cen be chosen by typing * followed 

by its number. 

It has been found thet upon entry to tuncup, 

after choosing the first note the note length needs 
to be specified as say 1500 and the note rechosen. 

The present version of tuneup tends to be un- 
predictable and practice in its use is recommended 
before serious tuning is contempleted. 4 new 
version of tuneup is planned which will overcome 
these difficulties. 

bY KEYBOARD 

Keyboard enables the on-line tcleprinter to 
be used as a keyboard. Keyboard occ os Locations 
4524 to 4582 and is entered at 15. The lovters 

A to Z correspond to tho notes in order (low 

to high). 
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The length of the notes can be increased or 

decreased in a range of 1 to 10 units ( initially 2). 

The length is increased by one unit for every space 

typed, and decreased for every '=* all othcr cheracters 

are ignored.



Keyboard does net oreduce notes as clusy 
mecstro and too fast sn imput can cause unpredic sabic 6a 
results (often entry to other prrts of the system), 
improvement to overcome these problems ere plannec. 

4 BIN-OUT 

Bin-out is 2. Binary tepe loaded at 8187 which 
occupics the top end of the store, it is entered 
et 3175. 

Bin-out outputs « sumchecked binary tepe of any 
arcas of store which can be reloaded at 8181, it 
cen be used to output tuned notes (1700 to 4000) or 
separate copies of the constitucnts of the meecstro 
system. 

The areas of storc to be output are specified 
as a peir of integers and the sumcheck is added ot 
the end by typing % . Any number of disjoint arces 
of store can be output on one tape. 

With the Maestro system sre supplicd two compiled 
tunes: 

1.6 Cockles ond Mussels. 

Co When the Saints Comc Marching In. 

The Maestro system is supplied by 

Queen Elizabeth Gomputing Society 

Computing Society tape library references LOSD12 
(Macstro System) and LCST12 (Bin-out)


